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THE FIRST �iORLD INTERPLANETARK ASSEMBLY 

By Prof. ALFRED NAHON 

(EDITOR'S NOTE -- On July 16th, 1955 an Associated Press dis
patch from Geneva, Switzerland declared that the World Inter
planetary Association had sent a memorandum to the "Big Four" 
disclosin� it had convened to discuss the problem of Space 
Visitors who have delivered a 'final warning' to the world 
by destroying atomic plants in Britain and Russia." The ar
ticle below by Prof. Alfred Nahan, 25, avenue Denantou, Lau
sanne (Switzerland) , President-Founder of the World Inter
�netary Associ�tion, gives the whole story of this world
famous event. The author is a Professor of Psychology-and 
Philosoph� and Editor of the association's "INTERPLANETARY 
C�. Ur.trt-september 20th, the subscription rate {an
nualJ -..o "THE COURRIER INTERPLANETAIRE" is 10 francs (Swiss) 
or $2.50 (u.s.). An International Money Order for the amount 
should be sent to: M. Vessaz, 8 Chemin de Passerose, Lausanne, 
Switzerland. The article, written expressly for FLYING SAU
CERS INTERNATIONAL, was translated from French text by Ever
ett Austin Goodell of Los Angeles.) 

* * * 

L'ASSOCIATION MONDIALISTE INTERPLANETAIRE (The World Inter
planetary Association) -the initials of which form the word AMI 
(ED. NOTE-the French word AMI translated means "Friend") , which 
comprises our entire program--was founded by me on the 28th of 
October 1954, at Lausanne, through the running of a series of 
articles which I edited for the weekly Swiss Radio broadcast and 
instituted the statement: "The greatest turning point in humanity: 
the 'flying saucers.'" 

A little earlier, a letter on my part to the French President 
Mendes-France, calling his attention to the importance of some 
landings which had then taken place in France, was published in 
part in the great influential weekly, "L'EXPRESS, " and favors by 
its echoes the debuts of the AMI outside of Switzerland. 

At the end of 1954, having the intention to proceed with an 
important test, I addressed to the Agence Francaise de Presse-- . 
which depends closely on the French Government--a note officially 
announcing the existence of the AMI and defining its principal 
aims. As of the 9th of January 1955, a notable part of this text, 
very objectively presented, circulates through the press all over 
the world, under a title which was not ours: 

"You who believe in 'flying saucers, ' join the AMI, " with 
the sub-title which heads our paper on our letterheads: 

"To make known the truth about the interplanetary vessels 
and to prepare for improved relations with the brothers from space." 

THE RESULT OF THIS magnificent propaganda, free for our 
ideas, made this an almost uniterrupted succession of many more 
days of enthusiastic letters, of requests for information and for 
news, coming from the following countries: Canada, Columbia, Mex
ico, Brazil, Republic of Argentina, Portugal Belgium·, France, 
Yugoslavia, Germany. and Italy. 1 . 

Our radius has expanded constantly since, and we now have 
contacts with fifteen countries including Southern Rhodesia. 

(C:Ont.) 
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OUR EXPANSION HAS BEEN due to our international journal, "LE 
COURRIER INTERPLANETAIRE, " which did not exist until after the 
first of last April. !ii thout capital we have wished, nevertheless, 
to accomplish our mission, which consists in disseminating to the 
general public all the information which we have stored up on 
interplanetary activity and on the perils which the world runs the 
risk of in the utilization of the disintegration of the atom. 

In the short time since its inception, th� AMI and its organ 
have already imposed upon itself the task of functioning as a rally
ing center not only for those who have admitted the extra-terres
trial origln of the "flying saucers, " but also for facts and docu
ments of value accumulated in this domain. And this is why we are 
so well informed! 

We have had, in Switzerland and in France, a score of confer-
ences on these subjects. We have edited and circulated a PETITION 
to the United Nations; in view of the prohibition of trials and 
experiments and of thermo-nuclear weapons: the savant Paul Bee
quarrel, the Academy member Jean Cocteau, the well-known aviator 
Eugene Farnie� have signed it. 

THE RENOWN OF OUR JOURNAL is such that we insist upon having 
an English edition and a German edition. Alas!, our meager finances 
do not permit it, and indeed, it is with great difficulty, -- but 
thanks to so�e arousal of cooperation, -that we have arrived at 
following up our march ahead, interrupted for two months. (In 
effect, we mean to issue No. 9 the 20th of September.) 

We fight with fury the struggle for the revelation of the 
truth about the battle against atomic crimes (the same if the atomic 
energy is "peaceful") since our brothers from interstellar space 
have come to put us on our guard against the consequences of our 
scientific follies. 

AT THE END OF THE FIRST European Congress of t"he AMI, on the 
9th and lOth of July, at Lausanne, we addressed to each of the "Big 
Four, " to the General Secretary of the United Nations, and to the 
agencies of the Press, the following motions: 

MOTION TO THE BIG FOUR 

KNOWING FULL WELL that you have gathered together under the 
pressure of men from other planets who have been ma.nifesting them
selves especially since 1945 over all the countries of the globe 
and who are coming, according to recent reports, to provoke des
truction of atomic centers (England, Russia, etc., March 1955, 
April 1955) and mysterious blackouts (London, Milan, etc., Janu
ary, February 1955), we urgently demand: 

a) To solemnly and definitely renounce atomic energy, 
because both its peaceful utilization and the experi
mentations with A-bombs and H-bombs have already mort
gaged the future of mankind, the seasons, and perhaps 
the terrestrial and stellar equilibrium-the waters 
of lakes, of rivers and of seas are poisoned or are 
becoming so, with all the lives which they contain
also their humanity,_ the animal and vegetable kingdoms, 
the planet, will be in danger of slow disintegration 
if one continues to disintegrate the atom. (Einstein, 
Oppenheimer, Joliet-Curie, De Broglie, Bertrand Russell, 
Professor Fontaine) 
b) To reveal to the people the whole truth about the 
"flying saucers", space ships piloted by beings motivated 

(Cont.) 
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by peaceful and more highly evolved intentions--such 
revelation necessary if one wishes to avoid, the mom
ent they arrive, a stupid panic. 
c) To enter resolutely into the program of general 
disarmament and to parallel this by works of inter
national unity, commercial exchanges, cultural ex
changes, scientific, tourist; and in doing away with 
as soon as possible the barriers of antiquated customs. 

it * * 

A NUMBER OF NE\iSPAPERS of the United States, of Germany, of 
France, of Austria, etc.� have made known our first Motion by 
calling it a "Memorandum and by distorting it more or les;. The 
complete, unexpurgated text above. re-establish the truth. We 
have received and are receiving again and again a flood of let
ters as a result of this publication. Our information or reports 
are from reliable sources; international events giving them more 
credibility from day to day, more especially since the 18th of 
July: 

- Eisenhower-Bulganin secret talks 
- Triumph of "the spirit of Geneva; in all the capitals 

and at all the diplomatic meetings. 
Revival of pleasure travel and commercial exchanges 

East-�est. 
- Extraordinary invitations between leaders of nations. 
- Publication of Atomic secrets. 
- Success of the disarmament conference, etc. 
We point ourselves today towards atomic and military disarma

ment. This is but a beginning. That which counts more is the 
total reversal of the thinking of governments of great power and 
the change in their manner of negotiating with each other face to 
face. 

The "Big Four" have not answered us. But they have "answered" 
to our friends from other planets, whose patience is just about ex
hausted. All is not done that our interstellar brothers want and 
we expect, since it is necessary to warn again, until one will come 
unmistakably to renounce atomic industry itself and the disintegra
tion of the atom (which are poisoning the air, earth and water) and 
are the origin of atmospheric troubles, c·osmic and geological, past, 
present and future. But the groundwork is prepared, now, for mass 
landings and for moral revolution of terrestrial humanity. 

ONE OF THE GREATEST VICTORIES which takes all our powers to 
?hronicle, dear friends, is the proclamation of last July 29th, 
oy �hich President Eisenhower officially inaugurated the inter
planetary era for which we are working. 

Forthwith, he proceeded to announce that two years hence would 
see the launching of a complete small artificial satellite. But 
this announcement, in itself harmless, contained an admission and 
was a prelude. 

' 

(EDITOR'S NOTE -- The following "admission•• obviously is not 
an official one and should not be confused as such.) 

The Admission: That the atmosphere is constituted by its 
own radiation, of a screen "of smoke" prohibiting corre�t atro
nomical observation. Therefore, our telescopes and spectrosc·opes 
cannot tell us the truth about the conditions of life existing 
upon the Moon, upon Mars, upon Venus, upon Jupiter, etc • • • • • • •  

(Cont.) 
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The Prelude? To the abolishment of censorship of "flying 
saucers" and to the psychological preparation of the public to 
the stupendous events which are coming. 

H01f'EVER, :iE HAVE NOT for ourselves as good as won the victory. 
Because our efforts must be above all �iritual. We must fight 
for a more conscientious humanity, evolving in harmony with the 
universal laws of non-violence, of unity, of justice and of love. 
The AMI, which is our chief concern, will always put the accent 
upon the spiritual aspect of the interplanetary problem. 

Do we believe that our Brothers of Space will not come more 
quickly if we have much in common with them and if we are less 
dangerous or infantile? . 

First, the organizations similar to ours must unite into a 
single movement, into one family only. The AMI has the ambition 
to become t�e federated element, with the hope of some day real
izing a single great interplanetary journal, organ of all those 
who want one united world and contacts between beings of several 
worlds. 

:1/e subscribe wholeheartedly to the proposi tiona which have 
come to us from two points of the United States: one tending to 
institute an international insignia of devotees and pioneers of 
the interplanetary era; the other tending to reassemble in one 
International Exposition all the documents, all the researches 
and all the experiences or inventions having reference to inter
planetary communications. 

i4E HAVE FRIENDLY RELATIONS and maintain them with all the 
groups and world-wide clubs of studies on astronomy, and their 
directors of Journals. 

We have taken a very great number of delicate and necessary 
measures, that ought not to be tardy in bearing fruit. 

:fe have been honored by invitations which have been extended 
to us for the European Cosmobiologists meeting at the Congress of 
AALEN (Germany) on the 19th to 22nd of August, invitation to which 
we responded with joy, in conveying down there the salutes of the 
AMI, and of all its friends (notably American, since one speaks of 
Adamski, and Dr. l#illiamson, of whom people send many photographs) , 
and in mentioning a communication which was recorded by the official 
agency of the German Press. 

Our major objective is now this: 
To call together, for this EASTER or the next, at Paris, one 

great world Interplanetary Assembly, open to all universalists, 
astronomers, astrologers, interstellar navigators, scientists, 
techni�ians, societies and research clubs on the flying saucers," 
and witnesses of their maneuvers in the sky, and of their landings, 
etc., etc. 

· 

It is then with this affectionate rendezvous that I terminate 
this article and that I salute you, wishing you good courage, 
patience and serenity! 

Two men look out through the same bars: 
One sees the mud, and one the stars. 

--F. Langbridge, 
"A Cluster of Quiet Thoughts" 
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EARTH TURNS A SOMERSAULT 

By ORFEO ANGELUCCI 

WHAT A CRUCIAL YEAR IS 1955. People reading of that year 
away up at the turn of the century will wish they were living 
during that vibrant time. They may refer to it as the year that 
the earth turned a somersault. The wonders we have discovered, 
and are now discovering, are the very things that will be the 
foundation of our high order of civilization in 1999. And though 
we hide our heads under the sand, or try to even suppress the 
real things of life, we cannot divert the emergence of 1999. 

We think the earth is overpopulated today. Yet, if all 
goes well, there should be at least twice as many people on 
earth in 1999. And think, just think, they will be relatives 
of ours. Indeed, it may be even some of us all over again, 
younger than the babes that are in our arms today. We cannot 
avoid being present in 1999, whether it be as an old person, 
a young one, or a new-born babe. Is it not wise to prepare for 
that, and live today as though we were to live for a million 
years? Like electricity, life cannot be consumed or destroyed. 
It comes and goes back to the sea of sources, like tides.in 
every nook of the cosmos. So--Wake up and live. 

The official announcement of our Space Satellite program 
has dropped an awakening bombshell right into our laps. The 
majority of the world's people had become so blase' about the 
whole Flying Saucer phenomenon, that in the summer of 1955, its 
heat still with us, it seemed that modern man had become more 
oblivious and less educated than in the dark ages. Even with 
all the material marvels being produced in our midst. 

CONCERNING SPACE, in which we are forever enfolded, our 
very progress seemed to awaken not even a twinkle from the pop
ulation. Our industries exhibited such things as the Vertical 
Take-Off (VTO) planes, the Hiller Helicopter, and now jet pro
pelled verticle ascension and descension planes. But, like 
mortified beings, modern man remained blase'. Then lightning 
struck around the world. 

The space satellite project was announced, and instantly 
the world awoke with a shudder. Over night we crashed into the 
New Age. Man had obtained an "official" announcement. Actually 
it was not much more than a Barnun & Bailey stunt. There was not 
a new piece of information gleaned from the subsequent news from 
any source. To a sensible person, the phenomenon is the fact 
that it was precisely what had been talked, rumored, dfscussed, 
and projected for the past seven years. And "flying saucer peo
ple", including mr.self, heard and said in the Spring and Summer 
that a "new phase ' in the space frontier was due· to come upon us 
by the Autumn or Winter. But our most optimistic hopes could 
not have dared such a great new phase as the announcement of the 
whole world's attention now on SPACE. The government's announce
ment of it's ten to twenty million dollar program is only a drip
ping result of the millions that have already gone into this ef
fort by itself and private industry. And the future will see the 
government taking no bigger part than a token effort, just as it 
has in aviation, shipping, manufacturing, etc. It 1s private ef
fort that you will hear from henceforth. No government has author
ity or monopoly on the human mind and initiative. 

( CQnt.) 
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THE FAITHFUL WHO HAVE HELD on to the bigger aspect of Space 
Activity should feel not let down by the new developments, but 
rather picked up. You can now say to anyone, "I told you so." 
And you should not say this with vindictiveness, but rather with 
a glorious sense that our very purpose of life is being realized 
more with each turn of the earth on its axis, and with each 
rotation around our Sun. 

.Those who are interested only in the material aspect of this 
infinite new frontier shall be rudely disappointed. Those whose 
interest bears only on the philosophical, or on the religious, 
shall be left to wither on the limb. Every entity, every motion, 
every thought has its cause and effect; therefore the positive 
and the negative. If you can see only the cause, or only the 
effect, you see only half of the truth, and that is no truth at 
all, for it can be interpreted in any manner that the student 
or observer cares to apply to it. Face the observed facts, ponder 
on the unseen forces and dynamics, and you will be in the depths 
of ecstacy, or on the pinnacles of enthrallment. For,. no matter 
what we have, or are yet �o have; if we are not made more under
standing, more enraptured, more ennobled, more mystical, and if 
we do not dissolve into that fundamental universal love for one 
another; all that we do or observe shall destroy us in the end. 

LET US ASSUME THAT DIVINE AUTHORITY willed Columbus to become 
whole again, just as the day when he left this earth, and awakened 
to see an airplane hover for a landing. He would at once feel he 
had emerged into Heaven, and was witnessing angels in flight. 

Then the plane landed, and he walked inside, just before the 
occupants emerged out. He would see sour faces, blase' attitudes, 
and even some who were on the verge of suicide. He would think 
that angels were not much d�fferent than the 1492 modern man after 
all. Indeed, he would continue his exploration for that envisioned 
something that we might call Utopia or Shangri-La. He would con
tinue to SEEK. 

Can we be proud to say: "This is the entent of our progress?" 
What good is material progress if it does not thrill us, if it 
does not cast us into new dreamlands, if it does nothing to our 
immortal souls, if it only gives us something bigger to kill our 
bodies and souls with? Let us, in humility re-dedicate our inner 
sight, and our moral consciousness, which ls our soul, to the new 
challange. Do not be among those cast aside 1n this phase of our 
evolution, which is but a small phase of that reincarnation, or 
better yet, Everlife. 

OUR SPACE VISITORBrothers and Sisters have patience. But they 
smile only when we go in the right direction. What that direction 
is will be up to you and me. I am no authority. No mortal man or 
woman is that authority. But combined, Mankind is his own fate 
master. For, if God assured us only one end, we would not need 
go through what we must go through. But since we have a choi·ce 
between Infinite Glory, or Eternal Evolution, God can only lo·ok 
on, perhaps with occasional Tear�, on Earth, as on infinite numbers 
of other earths. Let us be at one, and assure the Creator we shall 
yet come to His Center. 
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EARTH TURNS A SOMERSAULT 

By ORFEO ANGELUCCI 
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( CQnt.) 
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BREAKING THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL WEB 

By ARTHUR CONSTANCE 

(EDITOR'S NOTE - Arthur Constance, author of the following 
article, is one of the foremost collectors of UFO material. 
�My life has been fantastic," he says, "appropr1atel� to my 
study of the unusual, the macabre, the inexplicable. Mr. 
Constance was born in Can�da 63 years ago and has been study
ing Fortean type phenomena for thirty years. His library 
includes two million press clippings and 16,000 reference 
books. He now resides in Cheltenham, England. ) 

* * * 

MY VIEWS ON THE UFO'S CAN ONLY be understood if the meaning 
of a word which I coined in "Flyi!l§ Saucer Revievr" earlier this 
year is appreciated. The vrord is Spiderism." 

A spider lives in a spider-world, conditioned by spider
habits. It interprets all facts, all events, in terms of that 
world. The corner-post of a bicycle-shed has nothing to do with 
bicycles, in its estimation: it exists as a support for one or 
more of its web-scaffoldings. A leaf or a sheet of printed paper 
or a cheque for five dollars--these things have no differential 
values. A man is a moving tree, and a tree a wall. All this is 
Spider-mentality. Man, of course, is higher in the scale of 
Creation (underline Creation, dismiss Evolution, which is an un
proven hypothesis depending on various contradictory long-range 
guesses) than a spider. It seems logically tenable that there 
are beings as far above man as man is above the spider-in fact 
one needs more credulity to believe that man is. the ex-ape Apex 
than to believe that he is a mere mite in comparison with higher 
intelligences unknown to us. 

In contrast with accepted "Science"-which is nothing more 
than a hotch-potch of wild guesses--! cannot conceive Man (capital 
M) as standing on a globe (a la H. G. Wells) and reaching his 
arms out to the stars with that "Here I come!" gesture which sym
bolises modern Spiderism. I cannot believe that man (l. c.) is 
anything more than a tick, a bloodsucking parasite on himself, 
when considered in relation to the Cosmos. Considered in rela
tion to the creatures " lower" than himself in this world, includ
ing spiders, he � have some superficial claim to greater intel
ligence. Query: meaning of intelligence. I say " superficial." 
Man hasn't the loyalty of a dog, the flying skill of a humming
bird, the pioneering instinct of birds, bees or butterflies, the 
surgical skill of a spider-or the patience, fasting-power, weav
ing-skill, metabolistic reserves of a spider. If I seem to be 
expanding the superior qualities of spiders I should mention that 
is by way of illustration. The superior qualities of countless 
other insects and animals might easily be extended in like manner. 
I am very sure that the syrinx of a skylark is superior to the 
larynx of a Melba. Naturally--an unnatur�lly--man is superior 
to lower creatures in numerous ways,. He would be a bigger fool 
than he is if this were not so: he has had a fantastic flying 
start in the race towards perfection--because he started last. 

THAT ALL THIS SEEMS (to any extent) irrelevant to UFO's is 
due to the fact that you-like all humans--are still trussed, 
swathed and enmeshed in the web of Spiderism. (Cont.) 
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You interpret all facts and experiences that come to you in terms 
of man-ness. You have to. You have been brought up in illusion 
since infancy. When you squalled on your mother's lap you could 
not distinguish between your chubby hands, waving frantically to 
clutch mother-comfort, and the room around you. You were not 
"youn-you were universal. Your mother cuddled you out of that 
conception, so that you became ego-centric. Of course you were 
weaned from truth, spanked from it, wheedled from it, sexually
stimulated from it, self-blinded from it, as you grew (what we 
call) "older." You came to believe, and still believe, that you 
can move from "here" to "there•• and that objects vary in size-
a mountain a mile away being a molehill, or a sixpence held close 
bigger than the sun. You based your life on such nonsense--and 
still do. You believe--and live by the belief-that breakfast
time lies behind you, and going-to-bed somewhere in front of your 
thick skull. Unfortunately, all our present researches into the 
UFO's is conditioned by this Spiderism. 

Something comes into our skies which cannot be explained by 
any consideration of the few pitiful grains of truth we have raked 
together, and dignified by the name " Astronomy." We "see" (Query: 
meaning of sight) a "thing" (whatever " thing" means-something 
different to each of us) pass across the " sky." ("Sky" being dif
ferent in· meaning to every man jack of us, and again conditioned 
by Spiderism.) 

Now there is one thing that man hates more than himself, and 
that is explanation-lack. He may express his hatred of himself 
in a war--but the hatred fades and he kisses himself better again. 
But all the racks, thumbscrews and hell-devices of the centuries 
will not make any man confess his ignorance of anything. Any 
road-sweeper knows the world from A to z. Try to tell him that 
he would need ten years' reading to acquire even an elementary 
knowledge of political conditions in Europe and he gawks, or just 
spits. Have you ever met a shop-keeper, a boot-black, or a bar
tender who confessed that he knew nuthing of "flying saucers•? 
If so, you've been lucky. And the more a man knows on· any subject 
the more conceitedly ignorant he becomes. The biggest obstacle 
to progress in our knowledge of the UFO is·the fact that we think 
we know something about them. When we get down into the dust of 
humility we shall start to walk about among the stars. 

I CONFEss· MYSELF A BIGGER FOOL, and more stupid ignoramus, 
than most. Not because I had no education--which fact gave me a 
tremendous advantage over most men, by giving me a hunger for 
knowledge-but because I have a library of 16,000 books, and a 
clipping collection of two million items. I follow Charles Fort, 
as a whipped cur might follow its master. Facts have flogged me. 
I see that Fort has something appetising-warmth and a few bones 
of truth. 

My tooks and clippings, weighing more tons that I care to 
contemplate, for my library is four floors up, and every few 
pounds more hastens the day when the building will collapse in 
rubble--my books and clippings have been collected upon one firm 
basic belief: that the Spiderism of a hundred years ago having 
been discarded by Modern Science, so the Spiderism of today 
(called Modern Science) will be tossed to the junk-heap by the 
Modern Science of 2055. (cront. ) 
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BREAKING THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL WEB 

I can understand the Apostles of Spideriem--the Astronomer
Royals and Professors of Thieice and Thatiems--talking in terms 
of Spiderism. They are still enmeshed. They have every right 
to talk of UFO'e in terms of space and time. To them, a "meteor" 
comes from somewhere out in �space", and takes " time" to travel. 
Such Spiderists have every right to argue whether or not a material 
thing can " travel" from Mare to the Earth in so many "days" or 
" years" or "light-years. "' That Einstein has kicked them in the 
belly with his relativity theories does not mean that they are 
doubled up in humiliation or suffering from lose of breath. That 
Einstein has shown them that something can travel across a piece 
of space in a certain time, and yet another something can travel 
acrose that same piece of e�ace, at exactly the same speed, in 
some other "time"-or that time" and "space" mean one thing to 
Tom, and other things to Dick and Harry--all this does not upset 
their equilibrium. You see they are the Lords of Creation. They) 
might have made it, so certain are they of their facts, even when 
their facts vary in inverse proportion to the square of the dis
tance between an� one Lord and any other Lord. They know. We 
UFO-studiers don t. 

But I cannot for the life of me understand why we seekers 
after UFO truth remain in the Spideriem web. Its strands are 
three-ply, three-dimensional. We shall not fly an inch into the 
Reality Realm until we break the threads. As long as we talk of 
UFO's coming from somewhere--! don't care whether you conceive it 
as Mare or the Moon or the London Zoo Monkey-house--we shall get 
nowhere. We are trussed up in the three-ply strands. 

THAT APPLIES TO SPACE. Go on believing that the UFO'e travel, 
if you like. Your feet will be glued to this earth as long as you 
do--more firmly than any fly's feet in a web. 

So with time. Demonstrably it is an illusion. One would think 
that none of us UFO-studiers had ever heard that the earth is a 
clock, and that all our time-measurements are based on its purely 
arbitrary movements. We need to get rid of clocks, includind the 
globe we stand on. Until we do we are head-over-heels, somersault
ing in a web of bewilderment, like any fly being given its shroud 
by a spider. Why do we think of the UFO's that "came" last year 
as being separated in any sense from those which "came" yesterday? 
We have plenty of evidence to show that UFO's have no relation 
with time or space. They appear. They disappear. They change 
shape. What is "shape"? What is "time"? What is " Space"? They 
are all concepts quite subsidiary to reality. In trying to inter
pret the UFO's we seek reality. We shall remain trussed and help
less until we break the three-dimensional web. Then we can deal 
with Time. And we shall then have Space and Time for explanations. 

"OUR NEW CULTURE WILL BRING hundreds of things about space, 
in literature, motion pictures, television, radio, and everyday 
talk and topic. Our very industrial life is completely outmoded. 
Many will continue to ignore the sub ject, but these may dwindle 
to nothing in less than one year." 

--Orfeo Angelucci 
(August 22nd , 1955) 
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TELONIC RESEARCH CENTER 

By 
GEORGE HUNT i'IILLIAMSON 

(TRC Research Coordinator) 

ON NOVEMBER 20, 1954 it was decided that communication should 
be re-established with the UFO's • • •  I say "re-established" since 
our research group conta�ted the UFO's by radio-telegraphy in 
August, 1952 in Northern Arizona 

Radio and light beam contact with extra-terrestrial intelli
gences has been termed " spooltism". �.''metaphysical fal-de-rol, " etc. 
However, this work � and is being carried on according to strict 
scientific procedures. For only through acceptable procedures will 
the world at large accept the fact that we have visitors from space! 

BECAUSE OUR MR. "R" ifAS EVENTUALLY contacted by the govern
ment an� therefore, no longer available to us for further experi
mentation we decided to use the light beam method. Many people 
understand that this is something new developed for UFO research 
only. However, light beam communication has been known and used 
for many years now. It was utilized in World War II to keep the 
enemy from monitoring our messages. That is exactly why TRC de
cided to use this contact method. And it is no more illegal for 
a non-licensed individual to use it than it is for him to turn on 
his flashlight. 

TRC is not especially interested in the usual light beam 
method • • •  nor are we interested in UFO contact alone. Several years 
ago a youn� couple in California constructed and experimented with 
an optical/electronic device they had devised. The man was an 
electronic engineer in the film industry; his wife was a graduate 
linguist. They succeeded in bringing in light from various planets 
and other celestial bodies in space. This light was converted into 
sound • • •  and they received unknown, strange music and languages • • •  

languages that were related to the most ancient tongue on Earth! 
Their experiments were discontinued because of their fear of the 
magnitude of their discovery. 

Radio contact has· been established by well-known engineers in 
Canada, and they claim they are in contact with " Affa" • • •  the same 
contact that we enjoyed in 1952! ''Affa" was mentioned in "THE 
SAUCERS SPEAK! " TRC is currently associated with the Association 
Mondialiste Interplanetaire, headed by the internationally known 
psychologist and philosopher, �rof. Alfred Nahon of Lausanne, Switzer
land. Scientists from Canada, England, Germany, Switzerland, Mexico, 
and Australia are conducting research for TRC and full-scale tests 
are now underway. 

TRC IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE the formation of the UFO PATROL 
• • • a communications network of active radio amateurs, astronomers, 
and photographers which will provide an excellent medium of com
munication between various UFO research organizations. This will 
lead to better and broader collection and dissemination of techni
cal data pertaining to UFO, both in· this country and abroad. Non
radio amateurs are urgedto contact licensed "hams" in their local
ity and to ask these operators to attempt to establish contact with 
members of the UFO PATROL on 7001 to 7010 or 14002 to 14020 KC. 
UFO investigators who are also radio amateurs are invited to parti
cipate in the informal discussions of the Patrol on the frequencies 
listed above. Additional frequencies will be added laterA but it 
is suggested that the Patrol use the"low end of 20 and 40 to estab
lish itself. The " call up" will be " UFP'' on CW and " UFO PATROL" on 
voice {Cont. ) 
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TELONIC RESEARCH CENTER 

By 
GEORGE HUNT i'IILLIAMSON 

(TRC Research Coordinator) 

ON NOVEMBER 20, 1954 it was decided that communication should 
be re-established with the UFO's • • •  I say "re-established" since 
our research group conta�ted the UFO's by radio-telegraphy in 
August, 1952 in Northern Arizona 

Radio and light beam contact with extra-terrestrial intelli
gences has been termed " spooltism". �.''metaphysical fal-de-rol, " etc. 
However, this work � and is being carried on according to strict 
scientific procedures. For only through acceptable procedures will 
the world at large accept the fact that we have visitors from space! 

BECAUSE OUR MR. "R" ifAS EVENTUALLY contacted by the govern
ment an� therefore, no longer available to us for further experi
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only. However, light beam communication has been known and used 
for many years now. It was utilized in World War II to keep the 
enemy from monitoring our messages. That is exactly why TRC de
cided to use this contact method. And it is no more illegal for 
a non-licensed individual to use it than it is for him to turn on 
his flashlight. 

TRC is not especially interested in the usual light beam 
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ago a youn� couple in California constructed and experimented with 
an optical/electronic device they had devised. The man was an 
electronic engineer in the film industry; his wife was a graduate 
linguist. They succeeded in bringing in light from various planets 
and other celestial bodies in space. This light was converted into 
sound • • •  and they received unknown, strange music and languages • • •  

languages that were related to the most ancient tongue on Earth! 
Their experiments were discontinued because of their fear of the 
magnitude of their discovery. 

Radio contact has· been established by well-known engineers in 
Canada, and they claim they are in contact with " Affa" • • •  the same 
contact that we enjoyed in 1952! ''Affa" was mentioned in "THE 
SAUCERS SPEAK! " TRC is currently associated with the Association 
Mondialiste Interplanetaire, headed by the internationally known 
psychologist and philosopher, �rof. Alfred Nahon of Lausanne, Switzer
land. Scientists from Canada, England, Germany, Switzerland, Mexico, 
and Australia are conducting research for TRC and full-scale tests 
are now underway. 

TRC IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE the formation of the UFO PATROL 
• • • a communications network of active radio amateurs, astronomers, 
and photographers which will provide an excellent medium of com
munication between various UFO research organizations. This will 
lead to better and broader collection and dissemination of techni
cal data pertaining to UFO, both in· this country and abroad. Non
radio amateurs are urgedto contact licensed "hams" in their local
ity and to ask these operators to attempt to establish contact with 
members of the UFO PATROL on 7001 to 7010 or 14002 to 14020 KC. 
UFO investigators who are also radio amateurs are invited to parti
cipate in the informal discussions of the Patrol on the frequencies 
listed above. Additional frequencies will be added laterA but it 
is suggested that the Patrol use the"low end of 20 and 40 to estab
lish itself. The " call up" will be " UFP'' on CW and " UFO PATROL" on 
voice {Cont. ) 
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TELONIC RESEARCH CENTER 

ALL COHMUNICATION CONCERNING the Patrol should be addressed 
to the engineer in charge of TRC's New Mexico laboratory: A. David 
Middelton, �of5CA, Tijeras, New Mexico. 

Mr. Middelton is well-v�own· in the radio field. He is a Senior 
Member of the Institute of Radio Engineers, and a former director 
of the American Radio Relay League. He has done a great deal of 
electronic research for the government and was an editor of QST. 

Besides the Electronic Division, TRC has a Division of Astro
physics; Astrophotography; Astronautics, and Chemistry. T"ro tech
nicians from ��C are now in Prescott, Arizona working with TRC and 
cooperative procedures are enjoyed from researchers all over the 
,.,orld. 

1/ 1 THE MASTER UNIT, Interstellar Communicator is an optica e ec-
tronic device which can be used for astrophotography, terrestrial 
observation, astronomical observation • . •  and will transmit and re
ceive on infra red or ultra violet frequencies. It is used for 
DIRECT planet to ulanet communication and for contacting UFO s in 
the Earth's atmosphere. It uses circuits never used before and is 
unique in its design and purpose! 

For years man has dreamed of contacting other "'orlds by radio, 
etc. However,

'
science has always held firm to the belief that high 

frequency and high ,.,attage was necessary in such an attemp
_
t. TRC 

says: �The'uower' is not important • • •  but the .!JP� wave used is im
portant·!� It is no,.rknown (but not by orthodox science) that there 
is an accompanying be�m with infra-red that makes for its great 
penetrn.tion qualities. 

A three-fold program is in effect at this time at TRC: 
1. Communication attempts with Venus, Mars, Saturn, and Jupiter. 
2. Communication ,.,ith the Craters Plato and Tycho on our Moon. 
3. Communication "'ith UFO's in the Earth's atmosphere. 

TRC's Quarterly Bulletin will be issued by the staff and its 
purpose will be: 

TO INFORM • • •  the public of the latest developments in the great-
est happening since the birth of Christ. The coming of the space 
people to Earth! It is vitally important that each man knows just 
what this astounding revelation mean� to the world ••• how it will 
affect his life and the life of his fellowmen everyvrhere. 

TO REPORT ••• authentic happenings in connection with space 
visitation. The man on the street wants to kpow what books to 
read • • •  what reports to believe? 

TO PUBLISH • • •  not only factual, informative! vital information 
on UFO contact, but to publish news vital to li�e in this day of 
atomic energy and space stations • • •  an age of great uncertainty where 
man must be aware of all the latest developments leading to a New 
Age on Earth that promises to be a "Golden Da'l'm11 of the most ancient 
knowledge coupled with the inspiration and wisdom brought to us by 
our brother in outer space. Important facts on nutrition and health 

• • •  photography as it relates to UFO inve�tigation • • •  electronics and 
its place in the new " Interplanetary Age • • •  radiesthesia, amateur 
radio and astronomy • • •  all these and more will find a place in the 
TRC Bulletin. 

TR� IS A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION dedicated to research in the 
"new science" that is now appearing on Earth due to space visi-
tation. 

We invite all sincere investigators to join with us in our 
work. Address all co��unications to: Telonic Research Center, 
P. o. Box 1654, Prescott, Arizona. 
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FIREBALL OR "SAUCER"? 

By ABRAHAM J. AUSMAN 

SOMETHING STRANGE HAPPENED here in Alaska on July 30, 1955. 
Two King Salmon CAA Tower Operators reported that they had sighted 
what appeared to be a "ball of light" which streaked across a dark 
Alaskan sky on the 20,000 to 30,000 foot level. 

The ball of light trailed a blue and yellow tail of fire like 
that of a comet but the fireball was seen to make several sharp 
turn� at right angles to its original path like those reportedly 
done by flying saucers sighted in the United States. 

(EDITOR'S NOTE -- For the record, the Anchorage DAILY NEWS 
of Saturday, August 6th, 1955, reported that the "ball of light" 
was observed for nearly five minutes by tower operators Richard 
Ohman and Robert Penlanu. The front page story in this newspaper 
goes on to say that "the brilliant 'thing' reportedly flew at 
abrupt right angles while maintaining super-sonic speeds at an 
altitude estimated between 20,000 to 30,000 feet.") 

AFTER A FE� OF THESE MANEUVERS the fireball paused long enough to eject another smaller fireball whicg began to orbit around the larger fireball. The smaller fireball was suddenly 
seen to break away from the mother fireball and head for the distant tundra. 

The small fireball plummeted into the ground about fifteen 
to twenty miles north-east of King Salmon. A C-47 enroute to 
Elmendorf Air Force Base here in Anchorage was re-routed to the scene of the fireballs landing. 

After making several passes over the area the pilot of the 
C-47 reported sighting some wreckage. On further investigation 
the wreckage turned out to be another C-47 which had disappeared 
in 1946. 

The tail and wings of the downed c·-47 gleamed brightly in 
the sunlight, showing not a single spot of rust. But, the rest 
of the plan� was a gutted wreck. After so many years one would 
be inclined to believe that the metal would have rusted to some 
extent. (ED. NOTE -- Capt. William V. Woodard, one of the pilots of the C-47 search plane, said the tail and wing assembly did not seem to be rusted and that they thought the plane had crashed that morning. ) 

AND TO ADD ANOTHER INCONGRUOUS thing to the whole story, the local radar station failed to pick up either of the fireballs. 

THEN, JUST AS PEOPLE WERE starting to forget about the fire
balls, on August fifth another (?) fireball was "photographed" 
by an Anchorage TIMES photographer on a routine mission for his 
newspaper • 

While taking a picture of Pioneer Hall, Anchorage's first 
school house, Gordon Henning's second shot with .a 4x5 press camera 
captured a picture of a UFO on film. Mr. Henning was slightly 
surprised when on developing the film he spotted the addition in 
the picture. 

At f;rst he thought there had been a flaw in the negative 
but on looking at the area around the fireball there did not seem 
to be any additional flaws or unusual marks. 

On blowing up the negative around the fireball it appeared 
that the fireball was in reality a round metal globe which was 
trailing a tail-like shadow. This tail-like shadow may have been 
exhaust ·gases from the fireballs' propulsion mechanism. 

(Cont.) 
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FIREBALL OR SAUCER? 

ONE AIR FORCE EXPERT said he thought it looked like a flaw 
in the film but that he wasn't sure. The film company is being 
asked to inspect the negative to see if the fireball (UFO) i� 
only a flaw in the film. 

(EDITOR'S NOTE -- The negative was sent to the Eastman Kodak 
C.ompany for inspection to determine the possible or probable cause 
of the UFO on the film--i. e., if it was a defect. Their reply to 
the Anchorage DAILY TIMES on August 23rd, 1955 stated their study 
of the negative leads them to �believe circle (UFO) to be con
tamination defect." However, it should be pointed out that this 
photograph has nothing to do with the King Salmon fireball report 
six days previously. ) 

TV 1 S FIRST FLYING SAUCER PROGRAM 

CHICAGO--SUNDAY--JUNE 19, 1955--8:15 P.M. A picture flashed 
on television screens: "LET'S GO OUT OF THIS WORLD WITH JOHN OTTO." 

That was the time, date and title of--as far as we know-
the country's first regularly scheduled, weekly television pro
gram devoted exclusively to flying saucers. 

The show opens with an interesting introductory film; the 
art work and title page by Roz Brown. Then we. see John Otto-
star, director and producer--open up his bulging files on the 
subject. 

" "The first night was amateur night for fair, Otto relates, 
"with many a bug in the show. But as each week passed, the show 
got better and the ABC station, VBKB of Chicago, suddenly caught 
on to the customer value of the program and started to really co
operate." 

Letters in response to the program hit the one thousand 
mark in a week and a half. For a new show and in the summer 
period, this is somewhat of a record. 

The show was sponsored by Don Adame--Muntz Television 
.. 

dealer 
for st. Louis, Gary, ·indiana-, and Chicago. Otto cieclaree that 
both Don Adams and his associate and manufacturer, Earl Muntz, 
are to be highly commended for their daring sponsorship of the 
subject. It seems that these two gentlemen have been studying 
some of the many saucer books and thought that there was so�e
thing going on behind the smoke screen of official secrecy. 

ON THE JULY lOTH SHOW, John Otto 
called a fifteen second "Listen and 
Watch" period for the Space Visitors 
to establish contact. He reports 
that there haven't been any authen
ticated returns to date. "The time 
is not far off when the Visitors 
will come in regularly on any pro
gram on which they are invited to 
do so, " Otto stated. "And every
one will have an opportunity to see 
actual pictures taken on other 
planets." 

Unfortunately, the program is 
off television at the present time, but can be heard weekly in 
Chicago over radio station VAAF Sunday evenings at 7:45. 
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COVER PHOTOGRAPrffi 

(EDITOR'S NOTE -- The two photographs appearing on the cover of this issue of SAUCERS were taken by Mr. & Mrs. Orville H. Mi tc·hell of San Fernando, California at the Giant Rock Spacecraft Convention last 1-1arch 12th. One of the photos was reproduc�d �n the cover
" 

of the July 1955 issue of George �f. Van Tassel s Proceedings --Box 419, Yucca Valley, California. The following letter, •.·rri tten by Mr. Mitchell to Flying Sau
cers International, gives the circumstances under which the 
pictures,were taken. ) 

* * * 

IN TAKING THESE PICTURES we used a Speed Graphic camera, Wol-
lensak Raptar f/4. 7 coated lens, supplemented by a :frat tan A fil
ter and Super XX film. I cannot recall the shutter speed and lena 
opening. 

We were among the many hopeful who had carted their cameras 
to the Spacecraft Convention at Giant Rock Airport March 12, 1955. 

In the afternoon there were several small clouds that appear
ed and disappeared in an otherwise crystal clear sky. For some 
reason they did not seem like ordin�ry clouds and my wife suggested 
that I take a picture. 

I took one picture 'fTi thout a filter and two with a fil tar. 
The objects appeared only on the film where I had used the filter. 
1{e could see nothing with the naked eye except the cloud, and to 
our knowledge no one saw the UFO's which are in the picture • • •  

I DID NOT DEVELOPE these nagatives until about the first of 
July-I do my own work--and at first I thought the negatives l'rere 
blanks, but I finished the job carefully and noticed four saucers 
in formation. 

As you will notice in one picture the saucers appear smaller 
than in the other picture which proves they were moving. Their 
formation and shape is slightly different too. 

(EDITOR'S NOTE -- Can these photographs be fakes? We believe 
the conclusion of Mr. Mitchell's letter, below, will dispell a 
certain amount of skeptism.) 

We are so glad to give you these pictures, without recompense. 
You may use the pictures or any part of this letter in your SAUCERS 
pub. You must know that we are very grate.ful indeed that we were 
fortunate enough to get these pictures, and we feel that they be
long to everyone • • •  

--Orville H. Mitchell 

MISCELLANY -- Helen Reeve, 4915 Lantana Drive, San Diego 5, Calif.; 
Ernest R. Roehrborn, 3623 North Seeley Avenue, Chicago 18, Ill. 
and Robert E. Bartlett, Jr., 2154 Woodward Avenue, Lakewood 7', 
Ohio are all in the process of compiling directories of UFO groups 
and will appreciate all the information they ·can get • • •  In 
France, proven saucer hoaxers are arrested and fined because of 
a law passed in 1954, the French UFO publication, "Ouranos " re
ports • • •  "THE SAUCERS SPEAK!., by Williamson & Bailey is

' 
tempo

rarily out-of-print. We will list it again as soon as it becomes 
available • • •  We are sorry to report that we have been unable 
to secure copies of the pocket-book edition of Keyhoe's "FLYING 
SAUCERS FROM OUTER SPACE"-though we are still trying. If you 
have an order with us for that book, please be patient. 

"The heavens declare the glory of God, and the firmament 
eheweth his handywork.� - Psalms, XIX: 1 
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blanks, but I finished the job carefully and noticed four saucers 
in formation. 

As you will notice in one picture the saucers appear smaller 
than in the other picture which proves they were moving. Their 
formation and shape is slightly different too. 

(EDITOR'S NOTE -- Can these photographs be fakes? We believe 
the conclusion of Mr. Mitchell's letter, below, will dispell a 
certain amount of skeptism.) 

We are so glad to give you these pictures, without recompense. 
You may use the pictures or any part of this letter in your SAUCERS 
pub. You must know that we are very grate.ful indeed that we were 
fortunate enough to get these pictures, and we feel that they be
long to everyone • • •  

--Orville H. Mitchell 

MISCELLANY -- Helen Reeve, 4915 Lantana Drive, San Diego 5, Calif.; 
Ernest R. Roehrborn, 3623 North Seeley Avenue, Chicago 18, Ill. 
and Robert E. Bartlett, Jr., 2154 Woodward Avenue, Lakewood 7', 
Ohio are all in the process of compiling directories of UFO groups 
and will appreciate all the information they ·can get • • •  In 
France, proven saucer hoaxers are arrested and fined because of 
a law passed in 1954, the French UFO publication, "Ouranos " re
ports • • •  "THE SAUCERS SPEAK!., by Williamson & Bailey is

' 
tempo

rarily out-of-print. We will list it again as soon as it becomes 
available • • •  We are sorry to report that we have been unable 
to secure copies of the pocket-book edition of Keyhoe's "FLYING 
SAUCERS FROM OUTER SPACE"-though we are still trying. If you 
have an order with us for that book, please be patient. 

"The heavens declare the glory of God, and the firmament 
eheweth his handywork.� - Psalms, XIX: 1 
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M I S C E L L A N Y 

The July-August issue of England's "Flying Saucer Review" 
reports: ''The Duke of Edinburgh has asked that all flying saucer 
reports received by the Air Ministry in London should be dupli
cated and sent to him, according to 'Sunday Express' columnist, 
Ephraim Hardcastle. � This slick-paper magazine has extended its 
number of pages to 32 and is now published bi-monthly. Derek D� 
Dempster is the Editor. Subscription rate is $3.50 annualy. 
Address: Flylng Saucer Reylew, 1 Doughty Street, London, 1i.C.l, 
England. 

Publication date for Donald Keyhoe's forthcoming book, "THE 
FLYING SAUCER CONSPIRACY," has now been set for November 28th and 
the price will be $3.00. The book "contains the authentic ac
count of nearly 200 flying saucer sightings, as well as the start
ling story of how news of these sightings has been kept hidden 
from the American public," according to the publisher, Henry Holt 
& Co., Inc. "one outstanding example is the Kimross affair in 
which an F-89 fighter jet pursues a saucer and vanishes mysteri
ously over Lake Superior, never to be heard from or seen again. 
The book seeks to demonstrate that the most vital facts about fly
ing saucers are being distorted and withheld from the public by 
a silence groun in Washington. Chapter titles include 'The Silence 
Group Strikes,1 'Enigma on ·the Moon,' 'The Pentagon Plot,' and 
'The Vanishing Planes. ' As things stand the book will contain 
approximately 224 pages." Flying Saucers International will car
ry the book as soon as it becomes available. 

John Otto, recently returned from a tour of Canada, reports 
that he conversed one whole day with 1iilbur B. Smith (noted for 
his research on linking UFO's to magnetic energy) of Ottawa on 
the mutually favorite topic of flying saucers. "Smith is of the 
belief that '"�e can acquire many exploitable ideas from the visi
tors to utilize in our society, but nothing that could be of a 
military value," Otto relates. "He claims that he is now working 
on new communications systems that have been relayed to him and 
he too has had some success. " 

* * * 

B 0 0 K S 

THE SECRET OF THE SAUCERS by Orfeo Anselucci ($3.00) 
THE CASE FOR THE UFO by M. K. Jessup ($3.50,) 
THE COMING OF THE SAUCERS (contains 32 �ages of photos) 

by Kenneth Arnold & Ray Palmer ($4.00) 
SPACE. GRAVITY AND THE FLYING SAUCER by Leonard G. Cramp ($3.00) 
THE WHITE SANDS INCIDENT by Daniel W. Fry ($1.50) 
TO MEN OF EARTH (sequel to above book) by D. W. Fry ($1.00) 
WE COME IN PEACE by Franklin Thomas ($1.00) 
FLYING SAUCERS ON THE ATTACK by Harold T. Wilkins ($3.50) 
FLYING SAUCERS FROM OUTER SPACE by Donald E. Keyhoe ($3.00) 
FLYING SAUCERS HAVE LANDED by Le s 1 te & Adamski ( $3 • 50 ) 
INSIDE THE SPACE SHIPS by George Adamski ($3.50) 
ABOARD A FLYING SAUCER by Truman Bethurum ($3.00) 
BEHIND THE FLYING SAUCERS by Frank Scully ($2.95) 
I RODE A FLYING SAUCER by George W. Van Tassel ($1.00) 
THE BOOKS OF CHARLES FORT (1125 p�ges on flying saucers 

and kindred phenomena before 1932 -- $6.00) 
* * * 

ALL OF THE ABOVEBOOKS may be obtained, postpaid, from Flying 
Saucers International at the price listed. We insure all orders 
of·more than $3.00 at our expense to assure delivery. 10% discount 
is allowed on all orders totaling $10.00 or more. Address all cor
respondence and make checks and money-orders payable to: FLYING 
SAUCERS INTERNATIONAL, P. O. Box 35034, Los Angeles 35, aalifornia. 
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